
Reader’s Response I 

On God-Talk and Man-Talk 

Leigh H. Jordahl 

As one who rejoiced at the unexpected 
but timely appearance of the Hartford 
Appeal I have followed with intkrest 
the responses to that document as they 
have appeared in Worldview. By and 
large the authors of the Appeal have 
done well toward their critics and have 
been eminently fair when the critics 
(e.g. ,  John Bennett) have spoken 
well-taken words of warning. They 
have made a good distinction too be- 
tween those criticisms that are to be 
taken seriously and those that are not. 
Thus George Forell was quite justified 
in his summary dismissal of Harvey 
Cox as a serious critic. When i t  came 
out, the Secular City was termed “pop 
Barth.” That was accurate if  “pop” is 
taken as popularized distortion. Cbx’s 
work since then has been so faddish 
and eclectic tha t  a n y  similarity be- 
tween it and evcn a grossly distorted 
Barth-Bonhoeffcr position has lost all 
credibility. One can only term him. as 
Forell did, a “mod theologian.” 

The writers of the Appeal concede 
that other criticisms have been con- 
structive in leading the discussiop on 
from where it started. This would ap- 
pear to be especially so in  respect to 
Gabriel Moran and Gregory Baum. 
Both men are prolific writers, impres- 
sively consistent, and remarkably simi- 
lar in that they in fact represent radical 
critiques of traditional theology. For 
theology both have more or less substi- 
tuted anthropology i n  a religious con- 
text. Both, furthermore, can appeal 
(validly or invalidly is the question) to 
a “Catholic” as against a “Protes- 
tant” way of viewing the nature-grace 
problem, and for just that reason may 
not be “mod Catholics” but, quite to 
the contrary, just may be bringing tra- 
ditional Roman Catholic theology, once 

modernity is affirmed and particularity 
is replaced by universalism, to its log- 
ical conclusion. The question is at 
least intriguing. What is certain is that 
both men must find themselves in ir- 
reconcilable conflict with the Hartford 
Appeal at its central assertions. 

There was irony in the fact that a 
few years ago, while I was reviewing a 
scholarly historical analysis of 
seventeenth-century Lutheran or- 
thodoxy and an English edition of Mar- 
t in  Chemnitz’s Two Natures in Chrisr 
(1971). I was also reading Gabriel 
Moran’s Design for Religion: Toward 
Ecumeriical Education (1970) and 
Gregory Baum’s Man Becoming: God 
iti Secular Experience (1970). M y  
study of Chemnitz had driven me back 
into Karl  Barth because of the latter’s’ 
sharp polemic against the classical 
Lutheran formulations (hc even sug- 
gested that the mischievous Lutheran 
formulations had led logically to Lud- 
wig Feuerbach’s substitution of an- 
thropology for theology). Also at that 
time I was teaching a seminar on  the 
Second Vatican Council and was busy 
reading the works of the Vatican re- 
formers. What struck me forcefully 
was that for all their disagreements the 
old Lutheran dogmaticians, Calvin, 
Karl Barth. the various schools of 
neoonhodoxy, the quite radical Bult-  
mannians, and also the leading 
Catholic reformist theologians of Vati- 
can 11 days (who unwittingly may have 
been less consistent than Baum and 
Moran) lived in a world of common 
discourse, while Baum and Moran 
lived in a world that could only be 
labeled “religious atheism” from the 
point of view of traditional affirma- 
tions of God as objectively transcen- 
dent. Between those two worlds any 

common meeting ground at precisely 
the major point of the Hanford Appeal 
is then necessarily nonexistent. 

Brother Moran emphatically states 
that no theological message can “sim- 
ply be identified with God.” As a pro- 
test against authoritarian dogmatism 
this is correct. Yet Moran means much 
more. For him theology has no right to 
make declarative truth claims at all. 
Kerygmatic proclamation is at an end, 
as i s  also any form of religious indoc- 
trination. Theology has really then no 
substantive content, and the task of the 
theologian is to engage with educators. 
philosophers, and scientists in inter- 
preting human experience as such. 
“People who demand that  there be a 
higher norm of truth than human ex- 
perience are asking for an idol.” 
Father Baum is equally thoroughgoing 
in his rejection of traditional theology. 
In  the end both men dissolve theology 
into anthropology. The fact that their 
anthropologies (as would seem typical 
even of more traditional contemporary 
Roman Catholics) appcar to me to be 
disastrously naive, optimistic, and cap- 
tive to modem secular thought forms is 
significant. Even more significant is 
that they represent a thoroughgoing but 
now secularized Pelagianism that has 
long been suspected by critics as a 
subconscious tendency of Roman 
Catholic theology. whether i t  comes 
down on the side of transcendence or 
immanence. For Baum theology fur- 
nishes no truth claims about a tran- 
scendent God (if ,  in  fact. such a God 
even exists). “God” is the term that 
religious people keep using (but for 
how long?) in  order to speak of “the 
mystery of man’s humanization.” 
“God” is present where people are in 
dialogical relationship and thus becom- 
ing truly human. God-talk is then re- 
ally man-talk. I t  is religious because’it 
is about “the marvelous things that 
happen wherever people are.” Baum 
says relatively little about those de- 
monic things that also happen where 
people interact. Baum’s entire enter- 
prise reads like the agenda for a human 
potential movement written by a man 
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still hung up on religion. 
One is inevitably reminded when 

reading Baum and Moran of Karl 
Barth's memorable commentary on the 
end result of that liberal Protestant 
theology which ,  beginning with 
Schleiermacher's search for new be- 
ginnings, led in logical procession to 
Ludwig Feuerbach's thoroughly honest 
anthropology againsr theology. I t  was 
a liberalism that is experiencing a vig- 
orous new birth among Roman 
Catholics i n  their own frequently reck- 
less search for new beginnings. I t  is 
also a liberalism that Barth himself 
was forced to repudiate with dramatic 

! overstatement before he could say any 
good word from God to man and for 
hope. As he wrote in The Humanity of 
Cod:  "For this liberal theology to 
think about God meant to think in 
scarcely veiled fashion about man. 
more exactly about the religious. the 
Christian religious man. To speak 
about God meant to speak in an ex- 
alted tone but once again and more 
than ever about man, his revelations, 
his wonders. his faith and his works." 

We know how this inability to trans- 
late a misnamed theology into procla- 
mation, teaching, or  celebration drove 
Barth into "the strange new world of 
the Bible," where he discovered "not 
the history of man but the history of 
God." and turned him into the giant of 
twentieth-century theology. We know 
too (although the writers of the Hart- 
ford Appeal seems to me to be too an- 
xious to disavow any traces of Barth- 
ianism) that he went to unfortunate ex- 
cesses in his "positivism of revela- 
tion," and that both he and Bonhoeffer 
allowed their not entirely incorrect dis- 
t inct ion between "rel igion" and 
"gospel" to become a mischievous 
clichC. Yet Barth is correct that any 
theology lacking the objective cer- 
tainty of a "thus says the Lord" has 
lost its integrity and credibility. 

A question rymains over against 
Baum and Moran and their host of fel- 
low Catholic travelers. While they are 
not to be treated as  flippant mod- 
Catholics, yet one must ask whether 
they are serious distorters of a tradition 
or only bringing that same tradition to 
its logical conclusion once modernity 
has been affirmed. Following Barth's 
analysis. Protestant liheralism and 

Roman Catholicism are o n l y  reverse 
sides of the same coin-liberalism is 
Catholicism minus its ecclesiology, 
liturgy, symbol, and discipline (all in  
an obvious state of disarray today). If 
this is so. then the Vatican I I  Constitu- 
tion on the Church and much of the 
theologizing that proceeded from i t  
lead o n l y  logically to what we now 
observe as  so pervasive among liberal 
Catholics, which tendency the ' Hart- 
ford Appeal so categorically rejects. 
Put another way: Roman Catholics 
struggled to overcome the narrowness 
of their old tradition ( i n  which the 
necessary sacramental "assists" of 
grace were available only within the 
Church). This has been done. but i n  a 
way that may strangely subvert tran- 
scendence as  an objective reality and 
that introduces, for instance, such a 
strange category as that of "anony- 
mous Christianity" (e.g., Baum's man 
becoming truly human).  Following 
Barth, the new concepts may be rooted 
in that same tendency toward 
Pelagianism that the sixteenth-century 
Protestant reformers saw as  rhr heresy 
of Rome. 

So too the old supernatural search 

for the beatific vision is easily sec- 
ularized into a search for true humani- 
zation. New Roman Catholicism has 
been not so universalized as to lack 
any "scandal of particularity." Post- 
Vatican I 1  progressives are thoroughly 
"open." but at the expense of subvert- 
ing religion as positing divine tran- 
scendence. Thus the new movement in- 
evi tably dr ives  itsclf against  a n y  
genuine religious base. People outside 
the Roman communion also. either i n  
their varying religions or. for that mat- 
ter, aside from formal religiosity. just 
may find goodness and truth and thus 
also become truly human (or, in older 
terms. achieve holiness). I f ,  to be 
sure, i t  is so that once Roman Catholi- 
cism has been forced to surrender to 
modernity, i t  logically must come to 
resemble liberalism ( I  believe Barth is 
wrong on this, or at least that there are 
other options for Roman Catholics that 
would allow them to remain in con- 
t inu i ty  with their unique tradition of 
nature-grace while yet affirming tran- 
scendence, as see the examples of 
Avery Dulles or  George Tavard). then 
Gregory Baum and Gabriel Moran are 
only bolder than others in taking their 
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tradition to the conclusions they do. It 
is also so then that there must be a 
head-on collision betwecn such a tradi- 
tion. moving as  i t  must toward a 
humanistic atheism, and that tradition 
broadly represented by the authors of 

the Appeal. 
These issues are at least worth pon- 

dering. If there is any plausibility to 
the analysis suggested here, then the 
Hartford Appeal may be even more 
significant than most of its critics or  

defenders have yet realized, since i t  
would by no means be directed only 
toward an ephemeral, faddish lunatic 
hinge, but rather toward what may 
well cmerge as  a major alternative to 
traditional Western religion. 

Reader’s Response I1 

Freire Revisited 

Ernest W .  Ranly 

Thc mails m o w  slowly, and a bit of 
carcful study is a little difficult here in 
the Ccntral Andes of Peru. But, f i -  
nally, somc response’ must ,be made to 
Pctcr Bcrger’s “Thc False ‘Conscious- 
ness of ‘Consciousness Raising”’ in 
thc January, 1975. issuc of Worldview. 
The last two-thirds of the article is an 
admirable cxposition on “cognitive re- 

’ spect,” ”cognitive participation,” and 
on the fact that policy and politics can 
ncver bc value-free. To all of this I 
takc no exception; I respect anew the 
ability Profcssor Berger has to take 
vcry basic ideas often left confused 
and make them lucid and pract cal. 

Howevcr, the first third of the arti- 
clc. the conclusion, and a general 
thcmc throughout is a stinging criti- 
cism against what is generally called 
“consciousness raising” and, specifi- 
cally, against the thought of Paulo 
Freire. First of all, let me confess my 
limitations. I am not i n  contact with 
“left-wing ideologists” in the United 
States who may use this phrase or  em- 
ploy tcchniques they think derive from 
Freire’s theory. Ideas suffer not so 
much from language translation as  
from cultural transference. (Witness 
how Andrew Greeley rants and raves 
against Liberation Theology in its 
North American setting.) Secondly, I 
have never met Freire; Denis Goulet 
writes that his personal style is such 
that one “can no longer dissociate his 

I 

written from his oral work.” Finally. I 
have only two written texts on hand: 
Pedagogy of [he Oppressed, which I 
have reread as  immediate background, 
and Education f o r  Critical Con-  
sciousness, which 1 will ’use as my 
principal text. Therefore, i n  the spirit 
of a Paul Ricoeur, I would like to do a 
hermeneutics of these two texts of 
Freire against the charges brought by 
Peter Berger. 

Direct confrontation of deeply im- 
bedded ideas often evokes a reaction 
directly opposite to what is intended. 
Gandhi spoke of the “creative con- 
flict” of saoagraha in his theory and 
programs of nonviolent action. Yet he 
and Martin Luther King, J r . ,  were 
often accused of instigating violence. 
King wrote from the Birmingham jail: 
“We ... are not the creators of tension. 
We merely bring to the surface the 
hidden tension that is already alive.” 
So also, it seems, Freire’s theory is 
being criticized for the very points he 
is openly and deliberately confronting. 

Berger asks: “Whose consciousness 
is supposed to be raised, and who is 
supposed to d o  the raising? The answer 
is clear wherever the terni is used in 
political rhetoric. It is the conscious- 
ness of ‘the masses’ that must be 
raised, and i t  is the ‘vanguard’ that 
will d o  the job” (italics added). Noth- 
ing can be further from these texts’ of 
Freire. They speak of the educatee (the 

one to be educated) only as  Subject. A 
Subject engages in relationships with 
others and with the world by creating, 
recreating, and making free decisions 
on how they should participate in these 
relationships. All true education is to 
engage in open dialogue with Subjects 
to awaken in them a sense of critical 
awareness. Knowledge requires the 
presence of Subjects confronted with 
the world; teacher and student must 
take on the role of conscious Subjects. 
mediated by the knowable object that 
they seek to know. 

T h e  enemy,  for  Freire .  is sec-  
tarianism, or, i n  the context of Chilean 
peasant education. extentialism, or, in 
the context of education, the “bank- 
ing” concept of education. A sectarian 
can be rightist or leftist (as Berger cor- 
rectly points out). A sectarian tries to 
impose his choice on others; he is ar- 
rogant, anticommunicative, predomi- 
nantly emotional and uncritical. The 
teacher in “banking” education is the 
one who knows everything and deliv- 
ers the knowledge he possesses as ob- 
jects LO his students as  to other objects. 
Rural extension designates the educa- 
tional and technical assistance that 
agents, educators, and workers “ex- 
tend” to rural peasants to improve 
their farming practices. Extentialism 
operates on the assumption that the 
educators possess knowledge they can 
simply “extend.” transmit globally to 
the educatees. 
. Freire condemns all forms of cul- 
tural invasion. He considers all forms 
of cultural invasion to be authoritarian; 
i t  “presupposes conquest, manipula- 
tion and messianism on the pan  of the 
invader.” His essay “Extension o r  
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